
Public Feedback Received by Selectboard Member Carl Etnier in Response to his March 6th Front 
Porch Forum Post on the Mask Mandate Topic Asking the Following:

Given all this, would you advise the selectboard to 1) renew the mask mask mandate another 30 days, 
through April 6, 2) let the mask mandate expire March 17, 3) end the mask mandate immediately, or 4) 
take some other action? 

***

Both my husband and I find the town mask mandate unnecessary and would vote to either end it 
immediately or let it expire on March 17th.

Thank you,
The A's

***

Please end the mask mandate immediately!

Thank you,
SS 

***

Please end the mask mandate immediately especially in the school if that hasn’t happened yet. If 
someone wants to wear a mask they are free to do so. 
NC

***

I read your post in FPF, looked at your sources, and would recommend extending the mandate. I 
suppose one day in the sun yesterday leads everyone to believe it’s summer, but I’ve lived in Vermont 
long enough to know this is just Mother Nature’s trick. I don’t see the harm in at least waiting for when
warm weather is actually here to stay, and maybe not even then, if another variant comes around.
 
CDC says: “People may choose to mask at any time. People with symptoms, a positive test, or 
exposure to someone with COVID-19 should wear a mask."
 
This is a joke since it is based on people being honest when a determined minority have expressed their
contempt at the idea of protecting the public with masks.
 
To get rid of the mandate precipitously is the ultimate expression of complacency and “premature 
triumphalism,” to use the words of the top experts in the field. See 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2022/03/07/roadmap-living-with-covid-ezekiel-emanuel/  and 
the group’s report is at  https://www.covidroadmap.org/. Jettisoning the mask mandate when rates are 
still higher than the normal baseline encourages the next variant of Covid, thus delaying a real return to
normal. Finally, it basically says people who have compromised immune systems, or are medically 
unable to get vaccinations, are to live life as second-class citizens and not be able to risk going out into 
public spaces.



 
Best,
AC

***

I think it's time for the East Montpelier mask mandate to end.  I do believe that if people feel more 
comfortable wearing a mask, then they should continue, however for others, let them go maskless!  I 
still wear a mask daily at work, medical office, in Montpelier, but I encounter people from other towns 
that are unaware of Montpelier's mandate, as well as the medical office requirements.
Thank you for keeping us in the loop on this issue!
SW

***

Keep the mask mandate, please!

Thank you – JP

***

My take is to renew
Better safe than sorry
Thanks for reaching out, Carl!
AS

***

I think that you should either drop the mask mandate right now or let it expire on the 17th.

I think that what the community transmission numbers mean has really changed: when the CDC 
published those guidelines, we were in the Delta wave, which was giving far more people serious 
illness. Omicron has infected far more people in part because it's breaking through to vaccinated people
far more easily, but they're not getting seriously ill nearly so often. At the peak of the Omicron surge 
we'd seen increases in average cases in the range of 300%, but hospitalizations had only increased 30 
or 40% (and a good number of those were people who weren't really in the hospital for Covid - people 
who were in car accidents or had appendicitis, but also tested positive for Covid). This is one of the 
reasons that so many people in public health leadership (both here and nationwide) are saying that we 
should switch to paying attention to hospitalizations.

Just in case something that looks like a sudden spike in Washington County comes up, I took a look at 
the CDC's numbers, and they don't seem to add up - the CDC county view page shows 824 cases in the 
past 7 days for Washington County (avg of 117/day, when the entire state's only averaging 154), and it's
showing a 480% increase since last week.(Chittenden County is showing 4,426 cases in the past week 
and a 1,475% increase from last week). These numbers can't possibly be right. The state's numbers put 
Washington County at 71 cases over the past 7 days - this still puts community transmission in the 
"High" category, but just barely, and maybe we get pulled down by the low test positivity (in the high 
category they assume positivity 4 times what we're currently seeing.



What I believe is happening here is that VDH had been woefully behind in reporting county numbers 
all through the Omicron wave, and they're finally catching up. They had had some sort of validation 
process, and cases that hadn't been validated went into a "pending validation" bucket in the county-
level reporting. This meant that the statewide total was always basically right, but the county numbers 
weren't. For much of January and February more than half of the new cases would be pending 
validation on most days, and they didn't seem to be catching up with their backlog. It appears that they 
are now clearing the backlog, but what that means is that while if you go to the state's data website you 
can get the data accurately attributed to counties on the days that those test results came in, many data 
aggregators are reporting the new cases on the day that they learn about them (if a positive test comes 
in to VDH on 2/15 but they only validate it on 3/1, it gets reported as 3/1 by these aggregators). I didn't 
think that the CDC was doing this, but from the look of things here is sure looks like that's actually the 
case. In a week or so the CDC's High/Medium/Low categories should be accurate again, but for now 
they're really not, and I wouldn't any weight on the fact that our reported case count there puts us in a 
high risk category (note that this isn't actually an argument that we're low risk, it's an argument that the 
high risk designation isn't meaningful).

I hope this is somewhat helpful.

ZS

***

     No question, a tough call. I must admit, during the period of accelerating cases in VT, I never went 
anywhere w/o my mask at the ready. Now that case loads have slowed dramatically and the hospitals 
are under less pressure, I've found as I head out for an errand or to venture into some store, I often 
totally forget my mask. 

    I would support dropping the upcoming renewal on 3/17 and dropping the current mandate if you 
can. 

     Please, do not interrupt my stance as being cavalier in any sense. When the threat was a major 
concern I believe the mask mandate was a responsible decision. Chances are folks who follow the 
current mandate will breathe a mighty sigh of relief. 

     Thank you for reaching out.

     My warm best, EE

***

I’d vote to end the mandate please, I have myasthenia gravis which puts me at risk when wearing one, 
its incredibly disheartening how rude people have been the last few years when I’m not wearing one. I 
grew up here and have lived in this community for 15 years, it makes me sad to see how people have 
treated me. —-JN

***

If we are still at a "high" level I would recommend against dropping it.
DH



***

I hope East Montpelier continues its mask mandate for a while. Vermont still has about 200 cases of 
covid reported every day. For people who are immunocompromised and in treatment,the vaccines 
haven't been effective against Delta or Omicron. Many people in East Montpelier are being treated for 
cancer or auto-immune diseases and these people (like my husband)  respond poorly or not at all to the 
current vaccines, according to a study by researchers at Stanford Medicine.

For the health of all the people in town- whether immunocompromised, or eldery, or at risk for other 
reasons, the mask mandate is an important safety feature. We hope it won't be needed much longer. 
Thank you very much. 

AS

***

Thank  you for asking.
The mask mandate should be renewed for everyone’s safety.
JH & AH

***

I vote for letting the mandate expire in mid-March.
Thanks for asking,
AS

***

NO! Do not drop East Montpelier’s mask mandate early!!
My strong preference would be to extend the mask mandate until AT LEAST April 7, citing all the very
valid reasons contained within your announcement. 
Just because people are “tired of wearing masks” is not a reason to put others at risk. And just because 
there seem to be adequate hospital beds available for those that are expected to get ill, doesn’t mean we
need to fill them up with more COVID patients! 
Thanks for asking and thanks for listening! 
SG

***

Thank you for asking for input. I am in favor of keeping the mask mandate until the next meeting, April
6. And if not that, then at least until March 17. Better safe than sorry and it is truly not much of an 
inconvenience.
ES

***

Probably makes sense to keep masks on for now till numbers are really down.  Thank you Bruce!



MM

***

I would be in favor of either letting the mask mandate expire on March 17 or vote to remove it 
immediately. I am very strongly opposed to extending it another month.
thanks for asking,
MD

***

Thank you for putting this question out there on FPF, I appreciate that.
I pastor the congregation at the Old Brick Church there in East Montpelier.  There have been never to 
very rarely more than 20 attendees in the Sunday Morning services.  I have the pews roped off so that 
there is one empty pew between each family of parishioners.  I have not been wearing the mask when 
at the pulpit since that is more than 6 feet away from anyone else but put it on when I greet folks at the 
back as they leave when the service is done.
We have the mask mandate sign on our doors and everyone wears one in the service although I think 
one couple did not come into the church service because of the mandate.  I was told they were in their 
car in the parking lot but they didn't come in..
I'd like to see the mandate end or be adjusted so that in such a large building as the Old Brick Church is
and good distancing is happening so that everyone appears to be safe without wearing a mask, that we 
be allowed to gather without the mask mandate affecting our church building.
Thank you.
Pastor Herb Hatch

***

Fin


